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Abstract. The ground state of the superradiant two level system is analyzed by 
means of the mean field theory. With the Emeljanov~Klimontovich Hamiltonian which 

involves the terrn quadratic in atomic dipoles， the ground state energy and the 

excitation spectrum in the superradiant phase are ca1culated and expressed in terrns of 

the set of given parameters. The condensate photon density and the transverse 

electric polarization density are also obtained. It is emphasized that the superradiant 

phase is ferroelectric. The criterion for the stability of the superradiant ground state 

is estimated. It shows that to realize the equilibrium superradiance a rather high level 

of the density of atoms is required. 

~ 1. Introduction 

An interesting idea was first stated by Dicke1) that in a system of identical atoms 

(molecules) coupled with a radiation field the cooperative motion of the transition dipole 

moments arises through the interaction with the spontaneous field， which， in tum， should 

give rise to an observable coherence of the field itself. 

Later， Hepp and Lieb2) analyzed the thermodynamics of the Dicke system with 

mathematical rigour， being based upon a somewhat trancated Hami1tonian i.e. so called 

the Dicke model. They proved that below a certain critical temperature the system 

undergoes a second order transition to the new "superradiant phase" which is 

accompanied with broken symmetries in the equilibilium state. Their analysis， though 

mathematically abstruct， was greatly simplified by making use of the truncated 

"rotating field" Hamiltonian， which made it possible to find the solutions for the 

thermodynamic problem being exact asymptotically in the limit of N→∞，N/V = ρ 

kept constant. 

Recently， attempts have been made to generalize the model to physically more 

realistic cases3-6). Here， we concentrate our attention to the model proposed by 

Emeljanov and Klimontovich. In this model the induction effect with an arbitrary value 

of the effective Lorentz field coefficient βis considered. With this extension the 
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Hamiltonian involves an additional dipole-dipole interaction， which drops cut at the 

value of β=1， thus reduses to the H. L. tnodeF). E.K.6) discussed the dynamics of 

collective modes under equilibrium and non equilibrium conditions， emphasizing the 

appearence of the Goldstone mode in the superradiant phase. 

In the present paper we investigate in detail the ground state of E.K. model6) The 

superradiant ground state energy depends upon the densities of the condensate photons 

and the self-induced cooperative dipole moments through the renormalized effective 

coupling constant. The above densities are determined by the self-consistent energy 

minimum requirement and their expressions are found in terms of the set of the given 

parameters of the model. It is found that the superradiant state is energitically stable 

as long as the bare coupling is sufficiently strong. The renormalized coupling is 

proportional to the condensate field intensity multiplied by induction parameter β Ifβ 

o the problem reduces to a weak coupling one because of the vanishing of the 

renormalized coupling. The excitation spectrum of the indivisual atom exhibits a 

lahn-Teller type shift the amount of which depends on the condensate density. This 

brings out the net energy lowering of. the superadiant state at the expence of the 

positive energy of the electric field. 

There has been cotroversy about the time dependence of the condensate electric 

field. Elesin and Kopaev7) studied this problem on the Dicke model and found that it is 

static. In the present work it is shown that this is true in our case. At the same time 

we see that the coherent atomic polarization is also static. Thus we confirm the 

ferroelectricity of superradiant phase as asserted by Elesin and Kopaev7). 

The present method of calculation is based on the u-v transformation to diagonalize 

the effective mean field Hamiltonian. The method has an advantage that it is simple to 

handle and at the same time makes it easy to draw a physical picture comparing with 

other Bose condensation problems such as the BCS or other. The diagonalization 

procedure is shown to be equivalent to the conventional variational calculation8). The 

quantities characterizing the superradiant state such as the averaged electric field and 

the atomic (off--diagonal) polarization should be interpreted as anomalous in the sense of 

well-known Bogoliubov's quasi-average. 

A tentative estimation m 

~ 2 Ground State of E.K. Model 

Our starting point is the E.K. Hamiltonian6). The set of N identical atoms with 
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α= -i<a>/JN， p= <P> (6) 

where < > means the expectation value with respect to the ground state of Heff. 
The solution of (4) is easily obtained by means of the Bogoliubov transformation， 

βi1 = ub i1 - vb i2 βi2= V*bi1十Ubi2

where u is chosen as real and 

u2+ 1 v 12=1 

Then， the Hamiltonian (4) is written as 

Heff = Hd + Hod 

with 

Hd= ê~(βi2 b i2 - 叫ん)

Hod= (-2ωuv+λd*u2一λdv2)2: (JtUsi2 + h.c. 

where 

ε=ω (u2一 1 V 12) 

In the same way the polarization density operator (2) is written as 

L 手引2uv仰 2一仰1)+ U2~zßi1 -v2仰 2}+h.c 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The parameters u and v are determined by the requirement to make the off--diagonal 

part of the Hamiltonian (11) vanish. This leads to 

d = 1 d 1 e'P and v = 1 v 1 h -， 'P (14) 

with an arbitrary phase q;， and 

u2=十日+ω川 +A2 1 d 12 ) ， 

1 V 12=十い川+λ21 d 12) ， (15) 

where the positive roots should be taken for u and 1 v 1 • The arbitrary phase q; can be 

absorbed into the definition of the atomic wave function， so that from now on d and v 

will be taken real. 

Substituting Eq (15) into Eq (12) we find the excitation spectrum of indivisual atom 

e = .; ω戸+(A d)2 (16) 
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The ground state value o:f 18 
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~ ;;; ComdusItOll 
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